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Abstract: Nanocarbon aerogels display outstanding electrical and solar-thermal heating
efficiencies. However, little is known about the relationship between their microstructure and the
heating performance. In this study, two different types of carbon nanotube (CNT) aerogels were
synthesized via an ice-templating (IT) and emulsion-templating (ET) approach, respectively,
which induces drastic difference in internal microstructures, crosslinking densities and porosities.
These structural differences give rise to substantial efficiency differences in electrical aerogel
heating (e.g. 46 oC/W for rET-CNT aerogel, 75 oC/W for rIT-CNT aerogel). Systematic
comparison of nanocarbon aerogel microstructure in terms of nanocarbon type, envelope density,
and nanocarbon graphiticity shows that the Joule-heating efficiency is highly correlated with the
thermal conductivities of the aerogels, where aerogels with lower thermal conductivities exhibit
higher Joule-heating efficiencies. This relationship is also observed for solar-thermal aerogel
heating, with the aerogels of lowest thermal conductivity (rIT-CNT aerogel) exhibiting a 30%
higher efficiency in solar water evaporation, compared to rET-CNT aerogels. These results
demonstrate that the heating properties of nanocarbon aerogels can be readily tuned and enhanced
through structural control alone. The findings provide a new perspective for the design of
nanocarbon aerogel for applications that involve electrical or solar-thermal heating, such as
temperature-dependent separation, sorption, sensing, and catalysis.

Introduction

Nanocarbon aerogels have been widely explored as high-performance functional materials in
sorption,1 catalysis,2 fuel purification,3, 4 energy storage5 and sensing.6 Recently, nanocarbonbased aerogels have also shown great promise for desalination and solar steam evaporation
applications,7,
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which are important for the development of new clean water technologies.
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Importantly, nanocarbon aerogels also find increasingly use as stabilizing 3D support frameworks
for different types of functional nanoparticles to form decorated hybrid nanocarbon aerogels. For
example, Liu et al. synthesized hybrid graphene aerogels with uniform decoration of low-cost
Fe2O3 nanoparticles, which exhibited remarkable lithium ion storage performance.9 Another
interesting example includes the fabrication of eco-friendly hybrid metal-organic-framework/CNT
aerogels by Liang et al., which showed excellent capacities for the adsorptive removal of pesticides
from water.10 A highly interesting feature of nanocarbon aerogels, in the context of many of these
applications, is their potential to be directly heated through the application of an electrical current
(Joule-heating)11, 12 or through solar irradiation (solar thermal energy conversion).13, 14 This can be
used, e.g. to activate desired chemical processes at elevated temperatures, to thermally regenerate
materials after use, or to accelerate physical processes such as water evaporation. The 3D
interconnected graphitic microstructure of the electrically-conducting aerogel framework enables
uniform local electrical heating across the entire porous material, resulting in faster, more efficient
and more homogeneous heating, compared to conventional external heating processes (e.g. in an
oven or furnace).11 For instance, it has been shown that a typical reduced graphene oxide (rGO)
aerogel can be accurately and repeatedly Joule-heated to a desired temperature at relatively low
electrical potentials, high heating efficiency (45 °C/W), very fast heating speeds (600 K/min), and
low energy consumption.11 This feature has already been used for some preliminary applications,
e.g. direct resistive Joule-heating has been employed to thermally regenerate functional graphene
and CNT aerogels at temperatures between 100-400 °C for highly sensitive gas sensing6 and
adsorptive fuel desulfurization.3, 4 Meanwhile, Joule-heating was also successfully employed for
precise temperature control of Ag/Co3O4/Carbon hybrid aerogel catalysts, used for efficient
catalytic formaldehyde oxidation at 90 oC.15 Direct electro-thermal heating of interconnected 3D
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nanocarbon networks has also been exploited for polymer curing16-18 and for the detection of
structural damage in polymer nanocomposites through thermal IR imaging.19 Joule-heating has
also been proven as an energy efficient approach to induce heating in graphene-wrapped polymeric
sponges in order to thermally enhance their performance as crude-oil clean-up agents.20
Nanocarbon aerogels have also been repeatedly studied as solar thermal conversion materials for
solar water evaporation, an emerging technology important for water desalination, liquid-phase
separation and sterilization applications.21-23 In these studies, heat is generated through absorption
of solar light.24 The heat generated upon light absorption can be utilized to promote water
evaporation (solar steam generation).25 Such a method usually requires porous solar thermal
conversion materials that could float on top of the water surface, so that heat generated from solar
irradiation can directly contribute to water evaporation, overall reducing process duration and
lowering energy costs. Nanocarbon aerogels are therefore ideal for solar water evaporation due to
their efficient light absorption (leading to excellent heat conversion efficiencies), ultra-low density
(allowing them to be floated on top of the water reservoir), high porosity (enabling water vapor to
escape through solar thermal conversion materials) and excellent physico-chemical stability
(enabling repeated use).26 It has been demonstrated by Fu et al. that highly porous GO aerogel
membranes have shown good solar thermal heating performance under 3 sun artificial solar
irradiation, which allows them to be heated up to about 41 °C (surface temperature) with good
thermal conversion efficiencies (~65 %).22 Further improvements were demonstrated for hybrid
GO/CNT/alginate hybrid aerogels by Hu et al., which can reach local temperatures of around 42 °C
under only one sun irradiation (1 kWm-2). The resulting aerogel-based solar thermal conversion
materials showed solar water evaporation rates of up to 1.62 kgm-2h-1 under 1 sun irradiation triple that of pure water under the same irradiation conditions.21 Similar progresses have been
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shown by the work of Huo et al., which uses nitrogen doped graphene aerogels that show a solar
thermal conversion efficiencies of up to 90 % and evaporation rates of 1.56 kgm-2h-1 at 1 kWm2

solar irradiation.24

While the Joule-heating and solar-thermal-heating has been studied and optimized for individual
nanocarbon aerogel systems, little is known about the more general inter-relationship between
nanocarbon aerogel structure and their electrical or solar-thermal heating properties. In this work,
Joule-heating based measurements will be explored as straightforward and reliable methodology
to measure heating properties of a broad range of 3D nanocarbon networks. The initial focus in
this work will lie on CNT aerogels, produced by polymer-assisted ice-templating (IT)27 and
emulsion-templating (ET)28 methods, respectively. The as-prepared two nanocarbon aerogels with
similar chemistry but fundamentally different microstructure and porosity. The correlation of
nanocarbon aerogel structure and heating behavior is then further explored through the
investigation of nanocarbon aerogels that differ in nanocarbon building block, density and
nanocarbon graphiticity. It is then investigated how the structurally-induced differences impact on
the thermal conductivity of the aerogels, and how this is in turn is correlated to the aerogels’
functional performance in electrical Joule-heating and solar steam generation.
Results and discussion
In order to study the impact of microstructure on aerogel thermal conductivity, two contrasting
CNT aerogels were synthesized via an ice-templating (IT) and emulsion-templating (ET)
fabrication approach, respectively (rIT-CNT aerogel and rET-CNT aerogel, as depicted in Figure
1a). SEM imaging confirms that the two CNT aerogels exhibit very different internal
microstructures (Figure 1b, Figure 1c). While the rIT-CNT aerogel presents some larger, micron-
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sized pockets, likely caused by formation of ice-crystals during aerogel synthesis, its primary
structural feature is a comparatively dense, continuous 3D network of highly entangled nanotubes
(Figure 1c).
In contrast, the internal microstructure of the rET-CNT aerogels consists of emulsion-templated,
hollow CNT microspheres, which are relatively loosely packed with large open gaps and channels
between them and with a smaller degree of 3D interconnectivity (Figure 1b). SEM indicates that
the average size of the gaps and pores in the rET-CNT aerogels is about 5.6 µm (Figure 1d). In
contrast, the predominant pore type in the rIT-CNT aerogels stems from the interstitial spaces in
the entangled CNT networks, with an average pore size substantially smaller (around 0.1 μm)
compared to the rET-CNT aerogel (see also pore size distributions, as measured by image analysis
in Figure 1d-1e). The denser, more entangled network microstructure of the rIT-CNT aerogels is
further indicated by a high, through-volume electrical conductivity of the aerogel (8.0 S/m, Table
1), indicating the presence of a highly interconnected 3D network of high crosslinking density. In
contrast, the rET-CNT aerogel exhibits an order-of-magnitude lower through-volume electrical
conductivity (0.7 S/m, Table 1), suggesting a lower degree of 3D interconnectivity and
crosslinking density, in line with the more open microstructure observed by SEM. The pronounced
difference in microstructure is also reflected in other bulk aerogel properties, such as gas
permeability (Figure 1g). Through-plane nitrogen flow measurements show highly linear gas
velocity-pressure drop correlations (both R2 > 0.999, Figure 1f) that enable to extract the steadystate gas permeability values for both aerogel types (Figure 1g). A distinct difference in gas
permeability between the two samples is observed, with the rET-CNT aerogel showing an orderof-magnitude larger nitrogen gas permeability (Figure 1g and Table 1), again consistent with the
looser, more open microstructure of the rET-CNT aerogel.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the synthesis of nanocarbon aerogels via polymer-assisted icetemplating (rIT-CNT aerogel) and polymer-assisted emulsion-templating (rET-CNT aerogel). (b, c)
Microstructure of rET-CNT aerogel and rIT-CNT aerogel as imaged by SEM (sampled from the core region
of the monolithic aerogel samples). (d, e) Size distribution of predominant pore type in rET-CNT aerogels
and rIT-CNT aerogels, as determined by SEM imaging. (f) Nitrogen gas pressure-drop across the aerogels
as function gas velocity for the two aerogels, used to extract through-plane gas permeability values. (g)
Through-plane gas permeabilities (in N2 atmosphere) of the rIT-CNT aerogel and rET-CNT aerogel.
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Table 1. Selection of aerogel materials characteristics, that confirm pronounced differences in aerogel
microstructure of rET-CNT and rIT-CNT aerogels.
Aerogel

Pore size a)
[µm]

Gas permeability

Electrical conductivity, σ

b)

c)

[10-11 m2]

[S/m]
0.7

0.174

8.0

0.104

rET-CNT aerogel

5.6

1.08

rIT-CNT aerogel

0.1

0.11

a)

Thermal conductivity,  d)
[W·m-1·k-1]

b)

as obtained from SEM images analysis via Image J; as determined by N2 gas pressure drop measurements
at different gas velocities (see also Figures 1f and 1g); c)through-volume aerogel electrical conductivity; d)
as determined from radial temperature gradients, measured via aerogel Joule heating at 2W power input
(see also Experimental).

In terms of other materials characteristics, the two aerogel samples are however very similar
(Table 2). Both aerogels are formed from the same MWCNT raw material using the same polymerassisted approach, with the only modification occurring in the templating agent which is
completely removed in both cases during the final high-temperature annealing step (see
Experimental). The two aerogels are therefore very similar in their basic crosslinking chemistry,
i.e. they are both aerogels based on covalent crosslinking through graphitized polymer residues
formed during the annealing step.29 Furthermore, both aerogels show very similar, high thermal
stability to temperatures up to 555 °C,30 even in oxidative air atmosphere, which is an important
requisite for many practical thermal applications of nanocarbon aerogels and for the heating
experiments conducted in this work (see ESI Figure S1, Table 2). Raman spectra and XRD
patterns of the aerogels confirm also very similar graphitic crystallinity and defect concentrations
of the CNTs in the aerogels (see ESI Figure S2-S3, Table 2).29,

31

Nitrogen absorption

measurements show that the specific surface areas are also relatively similar, with the surface area
of the rET-CNT aerogel only around 20 % different from the rIT-CNT aerogels (see ESI Figure
S4, Table 2). The main distinguishing feature between the rIT-CNT and rET-CNT aerogels is
therefore their highly contrasting internal structure, making the samples an interesting first model
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system to investigate Joule-heating characteristics as function of nanocarbon aerogel
microstructure.

Table 2. Physico-chemical materials characteristics of rET-CNT aerogel and rIT-CNT aerogel.
Nano-carbon
type

Envelope
Density a)
[g/cm3]

Combustion
Temperature b)
[°C]

Specific
Surface Area c)
[m2/g]

graphitic crystal
domain size d)
[nm]

Raman
ID/IG
ratio e)

rET-CNT aerogel

rCNT

0.006

555 oC

358

2.23

0.75

rIT-CNT aerogel

rCNT

0.009

555 oC

290

2.44

0.82

Aerogel

ρ represents aerogel envelope density; Nanocarbon combustion temperature, as obtained by TGA in air
(see also ESI, Figure S1); c)specific surface area as obtained by BET analysis (see also ESI, Figure S4);
d)
crystal domain size along the stacking direction of the graphitic layers, as estimated from the graphitic
(002) XRD peak (see also ESI, Figure S3); e) Raman ID/IG ratio (see also ESI, Figure S2).
a)

b)

In order to quantitatively measure Joule-heating characteristics, electrical measurements of the
aerogels were carried out using a custom-made Joule-heating set-up (Figure 2a and ESI Figure
S5). All samples were investigated after careful preconditioning at 200 °C (see Experimental) to
remove adsorbents (water, ambient volatile impurities) from the nanocarbon surfaces, in order to
ensure repeatability of the Joule-heating measurements (see ESI Figure S6-S7). After
preconditioning, both aerogels show highly linear I-U characteristics up to currents of 0.5 A and
voltages of 20 V, confirming that the aerogels behave as Ohmic resistors over the current-voltage
range investigated (see ESI Figure S8). In the current-voltage range studied here, resistive aerogel
Joule-heating to temperature up to 185 °C is observed. Over this temperature range, the aerogels
show only relatively minor changes in electrical resistivity (less than 20 % change between room
temperature and 185 °C, Figure 2b). Interestingly, aerogel resistivity decreases with increasing
temperature, indicating a semiconductor-type behavior (in contrast to the metallic nature of
individual MWCNTs),32 potentially originating from junction resistance effects in the 3D networks
and/or incomplete graphitization of polymer residues during the thermal treatment step.
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To assess heating efficiency the steady state Joule-heating temperatures of the aerogels were
measured at different electrical power inputs (P = I  V, Figure 2c and Table 3). The resulting
Joule-heating plots indicate substantial differences in Joule-heating efficiency (here defined as
temperature increase per electrical power input, dT/dP). Specifically, the rIT-CNT aerogel exhibits
a more than 60 % larger Joule-heating efficiency (74 oC/W) compared to the rET-CNT aerogel (46
o

C/W). This efficiency difference is confirmed by Joule-heating experiments carried out at

constant electrical power input. For example, at the same electrical power input of 2W, the rITCNT aerogel reaches a significantly higher Joule-heating core temperature (168  8°C, Table 3)
compared to the rET-CNT aerogels (114  4°C, Table 3). The stability and repeatability of the
aerogels’ Joule-heating characteristics under these temperature conditions is evidenced by highly
repeatable Joule-heating cycling (Figure 2d). Differences are also observed for the rate of Jouleheating of the two aerogel samples. When monitoring Joule-heating temperature over time after
‘switching-on’ an electrical heating current (set to a consistent power input of 2W), both aerogels
show extremely fast heating kinetics (up to 300 °C/min), with the rET-CNT aerogels showing
slightly faster Joule-heating compared to the rIT-CNT aerogels (Figure 2e, Table 3, ESI Figure
S9). Due to the excellent thermal conductivity of the nanocarbon framework, both aerogels also
cool down to room temperature extremely fast once the electrical heating current has been
‘switched-off’ (cooling rates of up to 320 °C/min, Figure 2f, ESI Figure S9). Cooling kinetics for
the rET-CNT aerogel are about 20 % faster compared to the rIT-CNT aerogel (Table 3), potentially
caused by the more open internal microstructure, promoting heat loss during cooling.11 The
significant differences in heating efficiencies and kinetics clearly demonstrate that aerogel
microstructure is a key factor impacting resistive heating behavior.
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Figure 2. (a) Schematic of a nanocarbon aerogel Joule-heating setup. (b) Electrical properties of rET-CNT
and rIT-CNT aerogels: electrical conductivity and relative resistivity as function of Joule-heating
temperature. (c) Joule-heating characterization of rET-CNT and rIT-CNT aerogels via current-step
experiments: steady-state Joule-heating core temperature as function of electrical power input. (d) Jouleheating cycling of rET-CNT and rIT-CNT aerogels at 2W. (e) Joule-heating kinetics: increase in aerogel
core temperature with time (2W electrical power input switched on at t = 0 sec); (f) Natural cooling kinetics:
decrease of aerogel core temperature with time (2 W electrical power input switched off at t = 0 sec).
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Table 3. Joule-heating characteristics of rET-CNT aerogel and rIT-CNT aerogel collected at a heating
power 2W.
Core Temperature
T
[oC]

Heating Efficiency
dT/dP
[°C/W]

Heating Rate
dT/dt
[°C/min]

Cooling Rate
-dT/dt
[°C/min]

rET-CNT aerogel

114

46

306

324

rIT-CNT aerogel

168

75

282

264

Aerogel

It is most likely that microstructure differences of the aerogels result in a difference of their thermal
conductivities, which then strongly influenced the heating performances. Thermal conductivity
will control heat transfer and therefore heat losses to the environment, and therefore directly impact
on steady-state Joule-heating temperature.11, 33, 34 To measure the thermal conductivity of the
aerogels, the radial temperature gradient of Joule-heated aerogels was analyzed. Specifically, the
temperature decline of a Joule-heated aerogel from the aerogel core to the outer surface is
measured and the resulting radial gradient used to estimate the thermal conductivity (see also
Experimental and ESI Figure S10). It has been shown that this approach provides values in good
agreement with thermal conductivity values, determined by other methods, such as thermal
diffusivity-based approaches.11 For the two CNT aerogels studied here, the thermal conductivity
of the rIT-CNT aerogel is found to be about 70 % smaller than that of the rET-CNT aerogel, likely
resulting in reduced heat losses to the environment and therefore overall higher Joule-heating
efficiency for the rIT-CNT aerogel. To further confirm this controlling effect of thermal
conductivity, a series of four additional ice-templated aerogels were synthesized. The icetemplating synthesis was modified by changing nanocarbon building block (CNT replaced by GO,
sample labelled as rIT-GO aerogel) and thermal reduction treatment (change of reduction
atmosphere to N2 and reduction temperature to 800 °C; samples labelled as rIT-CNTN2, rIT-GON2
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and rIT-GO800 aerogel respectively). All samples were then characterized in terms of envelope
density, electrical conductivity, and thermal conductivity (Table 4, ESI Figure S11-S14).

Table 4. Conductivity and Joule-heating characteristics of other ice-templated nanocarbon aerogels.
ρa)
[mg/cm3]

σb)
[S/m]

c)
[W·m-1·k-1]

T d)
[oC]

dT/dP e)
[°C/W]

rIT-GO aerogel

4.9

8.9

0.152

116

48

rIT-CNTN2 aerogel

9.8

7.3

0.135

136

57

rIT-GON2 aerogel

6.4

5.7

0.156

113

46

rIT-GO800 aerogel

6.3

9.6

0.125

143

61

Aerogel

a)

b)

c)

aerogel envelope density; through-volume aerogel electrical conductivity; thermal conductivity, as
determined from radial temperature gradients, measured via aerogel Joule heating at 2W power input;
d)
Joule-heating temperature at aerogel core, obtained at a heating power of 2W; e)Joule-heating efficiency,
as determined from current step experiments.

Joule-heating experiments of these additional aerogel samples at an electrical power input of 2W
were used to measure steady-state Joule-heating characteristics. As expected, the four additional
aerogels show clear differences in Joule-heating efficiency. However, their Joule-heating
efficiencies do not correlate with key aerogel characteristics, such as electrical conductivity or
envelope density (Figure 3a and Figure 3b). However, a very clear correlation emerges when
Joule-heating efficiency is plotted as function of thermal conductivity (Figure 3c). The inversely
proportional relationship between thermal conductivity and Joule-heating efficiency described
above is confirmed and can be qualitatively explained by reduced heat transfer into the
environment in aerogels with lower thermal conductivity.35 The origin for the linear nature of this
relationship is not fully clear and requires future investigations. Nevertheless, these findings very
clearly demonstrate that thermal conductivity is a key factor in determining Joule-heating
characteristics of nanocarbon aerogels. In order to increase Joule-heating efficiency for heating
applications (local gas heaters, thermal sorbent regeneration, thermal de-freezing materials),4, 35, 36
nanocarbon aerogels with relatively low thermal conductivities (here observed for aerogels with
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denser network structure and high crosslinking density) are likely beneficial. In contrast, for
applications where Joule-heating effects need to be minimized (e.g. catalytic supports in fuels cells,
battery materials etc.),5, 37 nanocarbon materials with relatively high thermal conductivity (here
observed for aerogels with open microstructure and large pore sizes) are likely a better choice.

Figure 3. Correlation of aerogel Joule-heating efficiency with different physico-chemical aerogel
characteristics. (a) Plot of Joule-heating efficiency vs. aerogel electrical conductivity, (b) Plot of Jouleheating efficiency vs. aerogel envelope density. (c) Linear correlation between Joule-heating efficiency and
aerogel thermal conductivity (Inserted thermal images show aerogel surface temperatures at 2W electrical
power input).
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Differences in thermal aerogel conductivity are also important to tailor functional performance of
nanocarbon aerogels in other heating-related applications. As an example, the rET-CNT aerogel
and rIT-CNT aerogel were investigated as solar thermal conversion materials (STCM) for solar
steam generation applications. Like other nanocarbon aerogels reported in the literature, our rETCNT and rIT-CNT aerogels exhibit excellent STCM characteristics. Both aerogels show highly
efficient light absorption across the whole solar spectrum (more than that 94 % absorbance
between 200 nm to 2000 nm), ensuring high solar thermal conversion efficiencies (Figure 4a).21
Contact angle measurements indicate an overall similar, hydrophobic surface character (see ESI
Figure S15). While light absorption and surface character are very similar in both aerogels, they
exhibit significantly different thermal conductivities (60 % higher thermal conductivity for the
rET-CNT aerogel), as discussed above. To assess the impact of this difference on solar heating,
cylindrical rET-CNT and rIT-CNT aerogels were placed on a glass surface and heated through
light irradiation from the top (one sun solar simulator, see Figure 4b). Upon reaching steady state,
the temperature of the aerogels was then thermally imaged perpendicular to the irradiation
direction (Figure 4b inset). The resulting thermal images were analyzed via line scans to plot the
temperature gradient from the irradiated aerogel top towards the non-irradiated aerogel bottom
(Figure 4b). The temperature of the irradiated aerogel top reaches up to 46 °C, comparable to other
nanocarbon based aerogels reported in the literature.21 The ‘vertical’ temperature gradient between
aerogel top and bottom is shallower and plateaus at a higher temperature for the rIT-CNT aerogel.
This effect is a direct consequence of the lower thermal conductivity of the rIT-CNT aerogel,
resulting in reduced heat dissipation, and hence more effective trapping of solar heat.
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Figure 4. (a) Solar absorption of rIT-CNT aerogel and rET-CNT aerogel. (b) Decline of solar-thermal
heating temperature from the aerogels’ top surface towards aerogels’ bottom surface at 1 sun solar
irradiation (aerogels illuminated from the top). (c) Setup for solar steam generation experiments, using
rCNT aerogel membranes over a water reservoir. (d) Solar steam generation performance of rET-CNT and
rIT-CNT aerogels under one sun irradiation: Water mass change (normalized to surface area of water
reservoir) over time for pure water, water with rIT-CNT aerogel, and water with rET-CNT aerogel (Insert
shows digital photos of aerogel membranes on top of water reservoir). (e) Solar steam water evaporation
rates of different nanocarbon-based solar evaporators under one sun illumination, reported in the literature.
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To further investigate this effect, the membrane-shaped aerogels were tested for solar steam
generation. Membrane-shaped rET-CNT and rIT-CNT aerogels were fabricated using the exact
same synthetic parameters as used before, but using smaller volumes of nanocarbon dispersions.38
For the solar steam evaporation experiment, the aerogel membranes were floated on a water
reservoir, irradiated from the top, and the resulting weight loss due to water evaporation monitored
through a computer-controlled balance (Figure 4c). Monitoring water evaporation under one sun
irradiation shows that the rIT-CNT aerogel exhibits indeed the best solar steam generation
performance at a water evaporation rate of 0.78 kgm-2h-1, i.e. 30 % higher water evaporation
efficiency than that of the rET-CNT aerogel and three times higher than that of pure water (Figure
4d). In terms of absolute values, these evaporation rates are comparable to many carbon-based
solar thermal conversion materials reported in the literature (Figure 4e, ESI Table S1).22, 27, 39-58
Higher water evaporation rates of more than 1 kgm-2h-1 (like those mentioned in the introduction)
are typically achieved through further chemical functionalization of the aerogels (e.g.
functionalization with alginate or nitrogen doping)21, 24 which facilitates the transport of water
vapor through the aerogel material. However, our findings clearly show that tailoring the physical
microstructure of the aerogel material is an important additional tool to increase solar evaporation
efficiencies by at least 30 % as demonstrated here. As observed in the solar steam experiments,
the best solar thermal heating efficiencies are observed for the rIT-CNT, i.e. the aerogel with the
lower thermal conductivity.

Conclusions

In this work, ice-templating and emulsion-templating approaches were used to form two types of
aerogels consisting of CNT 3D networks (rIT-CNT aerogel and rET-CNT aerogel), which have
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contrasting internal structures and display very different Joule-heating performance. By tuning
aerogel microstructure, porosity, and graphiticity and systematically measuring their Joule-heating
characteristics (steady-state core temperatures, Joule-heating kinetics), we show that the Jouleheating efficiencies of the materials are highly correlated with their thermal conductivities. In our
systematic set of samples, the lowest thermal conductivity and therefore highest Joule-heating
efficiency was displayed by the rIT-CNT aerogel, structurally based on a combination of a more
dense, interconnected microstructure and relatively small pore size. Importantly, the principles we
discovered are transferable to solar steam generation, where the rIT-CNT aerogel displays a 30%
higher water evaporation efficiency than the rET-CNT aerogel under one sun light exposure. The
principles we discovered can guide the design of 3D nanocarbon aerogel networks for a wide range
of applications, including gas heater, clean water generation or Joule-heating-assisted nanoparticle
absorption/desorption.

Experimental and Methods

Materials: Carboxylic acid functionalized multi-wall carbon nanotubes (CNT, avg. diam. × L, 9.5
nm ×1.5 μm) and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA, Mw: 85000-124000) were purchased from SigmaAldrich. Graphene oxide (GO, 0.3 - 0.7 cm diam., carbon: 65-75%, oxygen > 18%, nitrogen < 1%,
sulfur < 2%) flakes were purchased from William Blythe Limited. Sucrose, toluene, hydrochloride
acid and HPLC were purchased from Scientific UK. All chemicals were used without further
purification.

Templated syntheses of nanocarbon aerogels (rIT-CNT, rIT-GO and rET-CNT): Icetemplated nanocarbon aerogels were synthesized via a polymer-assisted procedure as shown in
Figure 1a (top row of schematics). Specifically, 0.0375 g PVA and 0.0375 g sucrose were
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dissolved in 10 mL HPLC water via tip-probe sonication 10 minutes (30% of ultrasound power,
model HD2200, Bandelin sonopuls). Then, 0.075 g nanocarbons (CNT or GO starting materials)
were added into above mixtures and sonicated 4 times to ensure a high degree of nanocarbon
exfoliation (each sonication duration 5 minutes). After each sonication, the nanocarbon mixtures
were vigorously agitated for at least 3 minutes to uniformly mix the dispersion (3000 rpm/min).
After that, 3.5 mL of the mixtures were added into a bespoke PTFE cylindrical module (I.D. 18
mm, O.D. 20 mm, height 20 mm), followed by freezing in liquid nitrogen and freeze-drying for
24 hours (LABCONCO freeze dryer). The obtained non-reduced nanocarbon aerogels were
thermally reduced at 1000 oC for 2 hours in H2/N2 (5% H2) atmosphere with a heating rate of 5
o

C/min (Carbolite Gero Limited). Final thermally reduced samples are referred to as rIT-GO

aerogel and rIT-CNT aerogel, respectively.

A polymer-assisted emulsion-templating approach was employed to prepare a second type of
nanocarbon aerogel, with fundamentally different porosity (rET-CNT aerogel, Figure 1a lower
row of schematics). An initial aqueous CNT/PVA/sucrose dispersion was prepared using the same
synthetic parameters employed for the rIT-CNT aerogel. Then, 2.5 mL toluene were added to this
initial aqueous CNT dispersion, followed by the addition of 1 mL 0.1M HCl under agitation to
induce the formation of CNT-stabilized water/toluene emulsion. The resulting emulsion was then
frozen, freeze-dried and thermally reduced, using the same parameters used for the rIT-CNT
aerogel. In order to produce aerogels with different degree of chemical reduction, IT-GO aerogels
were reduced in H2/N2 atmosphere at a temperature of 500 oC and 800 oC (samples labeled as rITGO500 aerogels and rIT-GO800 aerogels, respectively), as well as in pure N2 atmosphere at 1000 °C
(labelled as rIT-CNTN2 aerogel and rIT-GON2 aerogel). All the IT and ET aerogels were fabricated
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into the same cylindrical shape and size (diameter 1.6 cm, height 1.3 cm), important to reduce
error in Joule-heating based property measurements.

Joule-heating measurements: In order to Joule-heat aerogels in a highly controlled manner, the
cylindrical aerogel monoliths were inserted into a custom-made, electrically-contactable sample
holder (Figure 2a, ESI Figure S5), consisting two circular, aluminum electrodes, held by two
moveable, heat-resistant alumina holding blocks. A DC power supply was then connected to the
electrodes and was used to control electrical current through the aerogel sample. The currentinduced Joule-heating of the aerogel was measured using a thin (0.25 mm diameter) K-type
thermocouple (TJC 120 Series, TJC120-CASS-IM025U-250-HMPW-M, Omega UK), inserted
into the aerogel core, using a data logger (EL-USB-TC, Lascar Electronics) for continuous
temperature read out. To visualize the aerogels’ surface temperature a thermal IR camera (Model:
Fluke TiR1) was used. All aerogel samples were preconditioned at a Joule-heating temperature of
200 oC for 20 minutes to remove adsorbed water and gases. Then current-step experiments were
carried out by stepwise increasing electrical current and, hence, Joule-heating temperature of the
aerogel samples. At each step, the current was kept constant for 10 minutes before switching to
the next current step (see ESI Figure S6-S7). These current-step experiments were used to measure
the aerogels’ Joule-heating response at different electrical power inputs.

Measurement of aerogel thermal conductivity through Joule-heating experiments: At
constant electrical current input, the Joule-heating temperature of an aerogel at the aerogel core
will be considerably higher than at the aerogel surface due to constant heat loss at the aerogel
surface. The difference between the monolith core and surface temperature (i.e. the degree of heat
loss) is crucially dependent on the thermal conductivity of the aerogel. The radial core-to-surface
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temperature gradient (Figure S10 for representative data from this work) can be analyzed by a
simplified model for one-dimensional heat conduction in cylinders with homogeneous, internal
energy generation11:

T=Cradr2+Tsurf

(Equation 1)

=q/(4Crad)

(Equation 2)

where r is the distance from the aerogel core (mm); T is the measured temperature at distance r
(oC); q is the Joule-heating energy density (W/m3); Tsurf is the surface temperature; Crad is the
corresponding quadratic ﬁt parameters (K/m2);  is the thermal conductivity of the aerogel (Wm1

K-1), and q is the Joule-heating energy density (W/m3, estimated as ratio of electrical power input

over aerogel monolith volume).11 To determine aerogel thermal conductivity, the radial Jouleheating gradients of cylindrical aerogels (diameter 1.6 cm, height 1.3 cm) were determined at
an electrical power input of 2W, measuring Joule-heating temperatures at different radial distances
from the aerogel core via a thermal couple. Thermal conductivity values were extracted from the
resulting temperature gradient plots through quadratic fitting (Equations 1 and 2). All Jouleheating experiments were carried out at least three times and exhibited high reproducibility.

Material characterization: Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was measured in air atmosphere
to analyze the thermal stability of nanocarbon aerogels, using 10 oC/min ramping rate from 20 to
850 oC (TGA Q600 model, USA). Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area measurements
were conducted using a Micromeritics TriStar 3000 instrument. All measured samples were
degassed under N2 gas atmosphere at 110 oC for 3 hours prior to analysis. Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) images were taken using a Nova NanoSEM 450 with an accelerating voltage
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of 3 kV. Thermal images were taken using Fluke TiR1 thermal camera and were analyzed via
Fluke Connect software. Raman spectra were measured using a Renishaw InVia with an excitation
laser wavelength of 532 nm between 400 and 4000 cm-1. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was conducted
on a Bruker D2 Phaser Diffractometer. The through-plane gas permeability of nanocarbon aerogels
was tested using an in-house built setup with a flow controller (HFC-202, Teledyne Hastings, UK)
and a differential pressure sensor (PX653, Omega, UK). The gas permeability value (K) of the
measured aerogel sample was calculated via the following equation, K = (m)/S, where K is the
gas permeability (m2),  is the dynamic viscosity value of nitrogen (1.80  10-5 Pas), m is the
thickness of the aerogel samples (m), and S is the extracted slope (Pasm-1) from Figure 1f. Aerogel
light absorption (wavelength range from 200 nm to 2000 nm) was measured using a UV/VIS/NIR
spectrometer (Lambda 950, PerkinElmer). Static water contact angles were tested using a dropshape analysis device (OCA 25, Dataphysics UK). Solar steam generation was measured using a
solar simulator (Newport Co.) under 1 sun solar radiation, using a digital balance (uncertainty of
± 0.001 g, Ohaus, Mettler Toledo) to measure the mass change over time.
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Detailed Joule-heating measurements and solar-thermal heating data of nanocarbon aerogels can
be found in the Supporting Information.
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